2/15: Andrew Lee  
Philosophy, New York, New York University

2/22: William Robinson  
Philosophy, Iowa State University

3/1: Wesley Sauret  
Philosophy, University of Bayreuth

3/8: Jean-Paul Noel  
Center for Neural Science, New York University

3/15: Santiago Echeverri  
Philosophy, New York University

3/22: Howard Robinson  
Philosophy, Central European University and Rutgers

3/29: Javier Gomez-Lavin  
Philosophy, University of Pennsylvania

4/5: No Cognitive Science talk:  
CUNY Graduate-Student Conference  
https://2019cunyphilosophyconference.weebly.com/

4/12: Robyn Waller  
Philosophy and Neuroscience, Iona College

4/19, 26: No talks; Spring Break

5/3: No talk: Event of interest TBA

The CUNY Cognitive Science Speaker Series meets weekly at the CUNY Graduate Center, 365 Fifth Avenue, room 7-102, Fridays, 1-3 pm. Additional information at:  


or e-mail David Rosenthal <davidrosenthal1@gmail.com>